
$15,850,000 - 5207 Saddle Creek Road, Hidden Hills
MLS® #SR24037606

$15,850,000
5 Bedroom, 5.00 Bathroom, 6,118 sqft
Residential on 3 Acres

N/A, Hidden Hills, CA

3 Acres in Hidden Hills! Experience the
pinnacle of luxury living in this secluded
masterpiece tucked away within Hidden Hills'
exclusive private community. A private drive
leads you to this extraordinary modern
farmhouse, fully remodeled in 2018, boasting
five bedrooms, an office, five lavish
bathrooms, offering unparalleled privacy and
convenience. Enjoy sweeping, breathtaking
views from every vantage point on this
sprawling 3-acre estate, where tranquility and
exclusivity abound. Embrace indoor-outdoor
living at its finest, with seamless transitions
between the meticulously landscaped grounds
and the impeccably designed interiors. The
entertainer's dream comes to life with an
incredible pool, perfect for hosting gatherings
against the backdrop of stunning vistas.
Escape the chaos of urban life and immerse
yourself in the serenity of this haven,
meticulously curated for your utmost
enjoyment and relaxation.

Built in 1979

Additional Information

City Hidden Hills

County Los Angeles

Zip 91302

MLS® # SR24037606

Bedrooms 5

Bathrooms 5



Square Ft 6,118

Lot Size 2.99

Neighborhood CALABASAS (91302)

Garages 2

Listing Details

Provided By: Rodeo Realty
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